Doctoral Program « Sorbonne University - Institut Pasteur »

Call for projects 2024

The « Sorbonne University - Institut Pasteur » Doctoral Program aims to strengthen research collaborations between the two establishments in all disciplines. This program allows for structuring collaborations already established, or those under construction, in the field of Life Sciences and Biomedical Research. They may also lead to the establishment of interdisciplinarity collaborations between biology and physics, chemistry (e.g. chemobiology), mathematics (e.g. modeling), computer science (e.g. artificial intelligence) and humanities.

Conditions of eligibility for the 2024 call for projects

1- The doctoral research project (PRD) must include a research team from both the Institut Pasteur and Sorbonne University;
2- The principal thesis director (who submits the doctoral project) must be affiliated with an ED SU of any disciplines;
3- The collaboration can be with any team of the Institut Pasteur, including teams that are not affiliated with an ED SU and in this case the principal supervisor is necessarily the SU partner.

Dates to remember

Launch of the AAP: February 26, 2024
Deadline for receipt of projects: April 30, 2024
Deadline for student applications: May 28, 2024
Auditions scheduled: June 11 2024

The application must include the form "Candidature_concoursProgrammeSU_Pasteur2024", completed and named "NOM dir thèse_SU_Pasteur_2024". The project forms must be sent (Deadline April 30) to the persons in charge (Chahrazade EL AMRI (chahrazade.el_amri@sorbonne-universite.fr) and Jean-Pierre VARTANIAN (jean-pierre.vartanian@pasteur.fr) AND to the ED SU of the project holder. The files of the students applying for a thesis project will be transmitted later, after the validation of the project by the doctoral program.